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Abstract: This study aims to identify the most important of kinematic variables in to the assist pass of fast break
for the senior's basketball. The research sample was chosen in intentional way and was of three players under
18 years old from Elshams sporting club in Cairo to analyze their performance. The purpose of the study is
conducting a comprehensive inventory of all assist passes (final pass) used by the players in fast break of
basketball and finding out the more critical passed used in fast break. Many attempts were filmed until stability;
the best attempt for each player was selected. Motion Track program of TV cameras and computers system has
been used for kinetic analysis to extract the necessary data and that within the community of this research and
the tools used. In the light of the objectives and results of the biomechanical analysis, the researchers through
the biomechanical analysis for the scroll skill to fast break recognized that the shoulder pass is most commonly
used in the fast break. The players also used three ways (technical performance) to the shoulder pass and the
best fast break type used to implement this scroll skill to the fast break is from the side and scrolling down
(Overthrown- discus pass, DP). Overthrown- discus pass (DP) has achieved a scroll from the side and the
bottom, the best velocity to the center of gravity as well as better velocity for the hand a moment to get rid of
the ball. Scroll with one hand from the shoulder (shoulder pass, SP) achieved higher amount of displacement
to the palm of the hand during the performance until the moment of get rid by4.08 m, followed by scrolling from
the side and the bottom (Overthrown- discus pass, DP) by 3.63 m and then scroll half overthrow of the ball
(Overthrown- half discus pass, HDP) by 3.14 m. Scroll with one hand from the shoulder (shoulder pass,SP)
achieved higher amount of displacement of the center of gravity during the performance and up to the moment
get rid by 1.07 m, followed by scrolling from the side and the bottom (Overthrown- discus pass,DP) by 0.93 m
and then scroll half overthrow of the ball (Overthrown- half discus pass,HDP) by 0.79 m. biomechanical and skill
descriptions have been characterized for the scrolling of the side and the bottom (Overthrown- discus pass,DP).
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INTRODUCTION between the internal and external forces [1]. Kinetic

The development  happening  in  science  had a and the use of various possible scientific methods to
major role in the evolution of the sports field and this determine the points of influence in the sports movement
development is the result of a link between physical form the public and private sectors to see the evolution of
education science and other sciences such as athletic performance [2].
biomechanics and sports training and all that had a The kinetic analysis science looks at the performance
significant impact on human life. Biomechanics science is and seeks to examine parts and components of the
one of the advanced sciences in the field of physical movement to reach all its contents to attain better
education; it makes the performance more economic technique. Also, it is one of the accurate means to know
through kinetic duties for a certain type of performance on the  path  to  improvement  and development and also
the basis of qualities or biomechanics foundations helps workers in the sports field to detect errors and
depending on the optimal utilization of mutual influence evaluate  them  in  light  of  the performance specifications

analysis helps us greatly in the development of the skills
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[3]. The biomechanical research when used in the analysis The aim of the attack is to exploit the weakness or
of athletic movements requires the availability of private error in the defenses opponent. The fast break is an
information about the musculoskeletal system of the excellent  attack  way  to  achieve  this  task  effectively.
human being, especially concerning the knowledge of So, the basic skills are the underlying principles of the
anatomy and physiology with respect to the composition player and not only the performance. The timing of this
and the ability of the musculoskeletal system to perform performance and suitability for the position of play and
the movement, with respect to impulse, guidance and the movements of the rest of the players either from
rules mechanical variables in addition to the importance of competitors or colleagues is required. The proper timing
the biological underpinnings upon which the movement of performing the skill or the movements leads to success
depends mainly, as well as to influence its paths. and winning the game [10].
Moreover, the biomechanics research has paid to provide Scrolling is a basic of the kinetic attack to move the
models for ideal solutions to the problems of motor ball to different places in the playground to get the
performance and skills with a view to possible solutions outstanding positions for better to correction and
to the problems of technical performance and upgrading depends on the safety of the match, in addition to that the
them to reach into the highest levels of sports [4]. players must understand that scrolling is particularly

Recently many applied research projects to assess important tactically. The ability to scroll will determine the
the technical performance of the male and female next part of the attack and if scroll is broken attack lacks
competitors in different sports. The results of some its effective [11].
research were also used for the design of sports The fast break is an attacking method aims to injury
equipment with high levels of quality. The development basket opponent in the shortest time before he could
measurement systems and tools used enabled researchers defending team to take composition defense or organize
to describe the biomechanics quantitative efficiency in their places defensive and the fast break against expecting
sports activities to explain the basic features for more a errors during scrolling or conversation or after the
individual effectiveness performance  and training factors performance throws free or wrong ball (lost control), or a
affecting the performance and the mechanical loads in bad pass and see if an effective way in the fast break is
musculature and finally help to design solutions and scrolling and scrolling is however one of the shoulder of
technical assistance that enable them to address the  most  important  types of scroll and the ball is moved
deficiencies, which helps to prove the effectiveness of to  the  front  half  of  the  playground very quickly [11].
this technical performance in competitions [5]. The motor The easiest way to overcome any defense is the fast
analysis is a mirror of the technique and the future image break. It is a magic solution that enables you to reach the
of the sports world and it is one of the main reasons in goal with minimal effort and without interference
gaining access to the upper levels. So, we must defensive. [12].
understand this science and compatible with him [6]. Scrolling with one hand from the shoulder is used to

Basketball game is affected by modern technological deliver the ball to the far distances of the stadium to more
development and it is the second popular group games than ten meters. This type of scrolling is frequently used
and prevalent in most countries in the world in terms of in cases of the fast break when the team members try
attracting the largest number of practitioners and viewers, delivering the ball in a single pass to a colleague near the
because of its fast rhythm and ongoing continuous basket of the opposing team as soon as possession
maneuvers through the game [7]. Basketball player should before the opposing team members can return and defend
reach a dynamic state, consisting of several elements the basket, noting the good time between the passer and
depending on the completeness of the necessary receiver  advanced  quickly  in the direction of the attack
capabilities and skills, to achieve high level [8]. Basketball [7, 13]. The critical pass (assist pass) in basketball means
has changing situations full of distinct and rich offensive to pass the ball to ensure his fellow definite chance to
skills which are used in those positions depending on the score at the basket.
conditions of competition and places of colleagues, Researchers see that the kinetic analysis and
competitors and narrow space pitch. It is necessary for evaluation of an athlete are the main structure of the
the basketball player to perform his skills accurately and science of physical education as they help to choose the
quickly and to choose the appropriate skill for the correct and appropriate movements leading to an
position [9]. accomplishment     sporting      result,     because     of   the
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availability of the scientific facts needed about correct MATERIALS AND METHODS
technique after proceeding out the necessary
measurements. Through the experience of researchers in Research Methodology: Researchers used the descriptive
the field of training basketball and kinetic analysis and survey method based on the biomechanical analysis
viewing many senior games, researchers noted that the through television camera CNC and kinetic analysis
last pass (assist pass) in the fast break differs technically program.
from one player to another, even if the same pass,
therefore the ability to through the ball to long distance The Sample of Research: The sample was selected in an
accurately in the right place to complete the fast break intentional  manner  represented  in  three  players  less
differs. If the passer did not succeeded in delivering the than 18 years old from Elshams Sport Club in Cairo and
ball to the player under the basket in the fast break in the Table 1 shows the characteristics of the sample search.
right place accurately, defenders return of to their defense Results of Table 1 show the arithmetic mean,
places and lose the scoring opportunity. standard deviation and skewness properties of the search

The technique is the correct mechanical performing sample demonstrating homogeneity of the sample as a
of the movement (technically) for a certain skill and it is an whole as the skewness of these variables are all located
important aspect of judging on the success or failure of between the values of the curve equinoctial (± 3), which
that skill [14]. Success of the fast break depends on the indicates the homogeneity of the sample in this variables.
ability of the team players to use passes especially long
pass [15]. There is no fast break in the basketball without Fields of Research
accurate passes in a right location allowing the correct Time Domain: Video photography was done during the
termination of the attack [16]. competition phase in Cairo, Giza and Republic senior

Through the importance of scrolling to perform the championships on Tuesday, 4/1/2011.
fast break to attack almost without defense, the
researchers conducted this study to identify the pass Human Domain: The sample was selected in intentional
most commonly used in the fast break as well as way. Filming  was  for  three  senior   players   less  than
recognition the form of the biomechanics variables that 18 years old of Elshams Sporting Club.
determine its performance, in addition to developing a
profile for this pass. Basic Study: In light of the demonstrated survey results

Research Objectives: study was performed on three players (playmaker) on

Determining the pass (critical) most commonly used Procedures were as following:
in the fast break of senior basketball.
Identifying the most important biomechanics Preparing Video Filming Place
variables of the pass (critical) most commonly used Preparing Players to Filming: Filming three attempts for
in the fast break of senior basketball. each player through an agreed motor structure. Each
Skill and biomechanics characterizing for the player performed a shoulder pass. Researchers noted
technical stages for a pass (critical) most commonly difference in scroll performing method (techniques) for
used in the fast break of senior basketball. each player during attempts. Nine performances of

Research Questions: described three performances of the shoulder pass as

What is the type of the most widely used critical pass
in the fast break of senior basketball? Scroll, one hand of the side and the bottom
Is there a difference in biomechanics variables while (Overthrown- discus pass) (DP).
performing the critical pass of the fast break of senior Scrolling side and then directing the ball of the
basketball? shoulder to pass with one hand (Overthrown- half
What are the skill and biomechanical description for discus pass) (HDP).
the critical pass to the fast break of senior Scroll, one hand of the shoulder confrontation
basketball?. (Shoulder pass) (S.P).

and in order to achieve the objectives of the research, the

Tuesday, 4/1/2011 in Elshams Sporting Club in Cairo.

different shoulder pass were monitored. Researchers

follows:
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Table 1: Mean and standard deviation for some variables to the sample of
search

Variables Age High Weight
Mean 16.875 183 82.75
S.D. 0.478 6.683 17.346
Skewness 0.854 1.969 1.67

The best try for each performance of previous
performances was selected, recorded in terms of distance
as well as to be a valid attempt to analyze.

Kinetic analysis of the best three attempts was done
by kinetic analysis software Motion Track program
calibrated by Schori Technologies, Inc. to ensure the
validity of use.

Research Kinematic Variables: Through the experience
of researchers in the field of dynamic analysis and
basketball, researchers extracted the kinematic variables
influential  in   performance   of   scroll   the   fast  break
(the body's center of gravity and the segments of scroll
arm for the ball) as follows:

The displacement collected (m) (the body's center of
gravity).
The displacement collected (m) (scroll hand).
Velocity collected (m / s) (for the body's center of
gravity).
Velocity collected (m / s) (scroll hand).
The angle of (shoulder).
The angle of (Elbow). 
The angle of (wrist).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2 shows the collected displacement (m) of the
body's center of gravity for the three players during
performing the shoulder pass at fast break in different
ways. Values of the amount of the displacement were
observed in the moment to get rid of the basic phase for
the three players.

Results in Fig. 4 show displacement (m) of the body's
center of gravity for the three players during the
performance of the critical pass shoulder at fast break
during the three phases (preliminary - basic - the final
phase).

Table 3 shows collected velocity (m / s) for the hand
of the three players during the performance of the critical
shoulder pass at fast break and values ??of the amount of
velocity were observed in the moment to get rid in the
basic phase for the three players.

Fig. 5 shows the collected velocity (m / s) for the
hand of the three players during the performance of the
critical pass shoulder at fast break during the three phases
(preliminary - basic - the final phase).

Table 4 shows the angle (degrees) to the shoulder
joint of the three players during the performance of the
critical shoulder pass at the fast break and values ?? were
observed in the moment to get rid in the basic phase for
the three players.

Fig. 6 shows the angle (degree) to the shoulder joint
of the three players during the performance of the critical
shoulder passes at fast break during the three stages
(preliminary - basic - the final phase).

Figs. 1-3 show the stick figure for the shoulder pass
skill of fast break for the first player who used the
Overthrown- discus pass(DP) method performance and
that we can called the overthrow way and it is like disc
throw in athletic. The second player used the
Overthrown- half discus pass (HDP), the player did Half
overthrow then direct the ball to the shoulder to complete
the scroll forward. The third player used the shoulder
pass (S.P.) with one hand from the shoulder. The
researchers put special naming especially for the first and
the second players as they didn’t find naming for that
ways of scrolling in the references and the third player
used the shoulder pass (S.P.) as shown in many
references.

The biomechanical variables in Table 2 show the
displacement (m) of the body's center of gravity for the
three players during the performance of shoulder pass.
The first player (D.P.) did displacement 0.93 m to the frame
number 19 in the moment of getting the ball out of the
scroll arm. The second player did displacement 0.79 m to
the frame number 16 in the moment of getting the ball out
of the scroll arm. The third player did displacement 1.07 m
to the frame number 19 in the moment of getting the ball
out of the scroll arm.

Table 3 and Fig. 5 show the collected velocity for the
hand of three players during the performance of the
critical pass shoulder at fast break during the three phases
(preliminary - basic - the final phase) and it was 13.915
m/sec. for the first player who used the D.P. It was
11.813m/sec. for the second player, who used the H.D.P.
and it was 6.753 m/sec. for the third player who used S.P.
and the researchers noted that the first player achieved
the biggest value of velocity.

Table 4 and Fig. 6 show the angle (degree) of the
shoulder  joint of the three players during the performance
of  the   critical shoulder   passes   at   fast   break  during
the  three   stages   (preliminary   -  basic - the final phase).
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Fig. 1: Stick figures for skill shoulder pass to the fast break and the player has to perform overthrown- discus pass (DP)

Fig. 2: Stick figures for skill shoulder passes to the fast break and the player has to perform overthrown- half discus pass
(HDP)

Fig. 3: Stick a figure for shoulder pass to the fast break skill and the player has to perform overthrow from shoulder,
shoulder pass (S.P.)

Fig. 4: Displacement (m) of the body's center of gravity for the three players during the performance of shoulder pass

Fig. 5: Collected velocity (m / s) for the hand of the three players during the performance of the critical shoulder pass
at fast break

Fig. 6: Angle (degree) to the shoulder joint of the three players during the performance of the critical shoulder passes
at the fast break
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Table 2: Displacement of the body's center of gravity (m) for the three players during the performance of shoulder pass
Players
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Frame Time The player of (D.P.) The player of (H.D.P.) The player of (S.P.)
1 -> 2 0 0.015 0.004 0.002
2 -> 3 0.08 0.03 0.035 0.048
3 -> 4 0.16 0.048 0.022 0.03
4 -> 5 0.24 0.034 0.039 0.066
5 -> 6 0.32 0.01 0.04 0.084
6 -> 7 0.4 0.002 0.01 0.054
7 -> 8 0.48 0.018 0.001 0.064
8 -> 9 0.56 0.013 0.023 0.054
9 -> 10 0.64 0.013 0.073 0.048
10 -> 11 0.72 0.016 0.075 0.01
11 -> 12 0.8 0.033 0.071 0.017
12 -> 13 0.88 0.02 0.09 0.004
13 -> 14 0.96 0.08 0.134 0.035
14 -> 15 1.04 0.097 0.12 0.09
15 -> 16 1.12 0.108 0.052 0.112
16 -> 17 1.2 0.153 0.044 0.128
17 -> 18 1.28 0.123 0.094 0.146
18 -> 19 1.36 0.117 0.048 0.078
19 -> 20 1.44 0.083 0.094 0.08
20 -> 21 1.52 0.098 0.067 0.119
21 -> 22 1.6 0.094 0.071 0.107
22 -> 23 1.68 0.192 0.246
23 -> 24 1.76 0.075 0.16
24 -> 25 1.84 0.098

Table 3: Collected velocity (m / s) for the hand of the three players during the performance of the critical shoulder pass at fast break
Players
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Frame Time The player of (D.P.) The player of (H.D.P.) The player of (S.P.)
1 -> 2 0 1.631 0.957 0.41
2 -> 3 0.08 1.031 0.274 0.41
3 -> 4 0.16 1.734 1.86 1.751
4 -> 5 0.24 0.912 0.697 2.543
5 -> 6 0.32 0.657 1.261 2.748
6 -> 7 0.4 0.258 1.298 1.782
7 -> 8 0.48 1.327 1.29 2.122
8 -> 9 0.56 1.651 0.832 2.328
9 -> 10 0.64 0.532 1.504 2.087
10 -> 11 0.72 1.47 1.9 0.697
11 -> 12 0.8 1.558 1.559 2.521
12 -> 13 0.88 1.167 0.917 0.387
13 -> 14 0.96 2.001 4.293 1.751
14 -> 15 1.04 1.681 8.738 2.521
15 -> 16 1.12 1.558 11.813 3.189
16 -> 17 1.2 2.968 5.971 6.963
17 -> 18 1.28 9.313 7.646 10.033
18 -> 19 1.36 13.915 1.177 6.753
19 -> 20 1.44 12.145 0.967 3.072
20 -> 21 1.52 9.168 0.996 2.818
21 -> 22 1.6 2.543 0.986 1.646
22 -> 23 1.68 2.827 7.715
23 -> 24 1.76 2.783 2.751
24 -> 25 1.84 7.224
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Table 4: Angle (degree) to the shoulder joint of the three players during the performance of the critical shoulder pass at the fast break

Players
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Frame Time The player of (D.P.) The player of (H.D.P.) The player of (S.P.)

1 0 40.769 18.428 60.318
2 0.08 41.351 10.715 56.059
3 0.16 43.418 6.771 55.753
4 0.24 42.745 14.176 57.141
5 0.32 35.348 25.403 54.237
6 0.4 22.395 24.476 61.84
7 0.48 20.191 29.633 56.606
8 0.56 13.488 30.687 57.246
9 0.64 15.562 27.494 70.458
10 0.72 11.694 19.228 52.125
11 0.8 21.423 16.784 48.717
12 0.88 3.532 12.502 58.415
13 0.96 1.131 22.629 59.241
14 1.04 23.794 33.245 63.986
15 1.12 11.285 77.571 69.723
16 1.2 15.191 152.847 63.505
17 1.28 40.937 99.98 158.386
18 1.36 98.533 69.13 142.636
19 1.44 151.578 33.718 115.258
20 1.52 58.98 28.431 69.522
21 1.6 13.379 16.948 90.708
22 1.68 12.762 18.96 69.357
23 1.76 6.613 98.055
24 1.84 9.432 99.288

Table 5: The skill description of the scroll with one hand from the side and bottom (Overthrown- discus pass) (DP)

Phase Frames Aim Skill description Coordinator motion

Preliminary 1-11 Swing to back The player stands side facing the direction where the scroll hand passed on
the other side. Catching the ball with tow hands in front of the chest and then
begins to wrap the trunk in the direction opposite to the direction of
scrolling relying on inertia to the movement of the ball completed the
back swing to become the scroll arm full extended and based on the rear foot.
Ending the movement to the side at the same time the other foot moving to
the direction of scrolling of the other side to reach the scroll position
overthrow and increase the distance between the feet to maintain the balance
to lift the other arm in a higher level of the shoulder a bit, pointing
to the place of the scroll.

Basic 12-19 Over throw The player swings the free arm in the form of horizontal to back down.
The player rotate the trunk from the shoulder to the motion direction.
Following the torso motion by the arm ball to overthrow it through the
transfer of the body from supporting on the rear foot to the front foot.
And the arm moving which unfolded in the form of a slash pendulum up
and in front and supporting on the foot of the scrolling direction.
The overthrow Ending from the moment of the ball out of the scroll arm.

The final phase 20-25 Following During the process of scrolling to overthrow the body and the arm
moves quickly require the passer control so as not to lose his balance.
The Player moves the leg by the side of the arm carrying the ball inside to
the other side from the supporting foot. To become the arm of
ball carrying in the direction of a scrolling place and leg supporting of
player on the other side.
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Table 6: The biomechanical description to the scrolls with one hand from the side and bottom (Overthrown- discus pass) (DP)
Phase Frames Aim Biomechanical description Coordinator motion
Preliminary 1-11 Swing to back The angular Change of elbow to the scroll hand during the back swinging

determines an extension arm. The Horizontal displacement to the center of
gravity of the body to locate the center of gravity on the right foot at the end
of the back swinging. The horizontal distance between the feet to
estimate equilibrium base, The Angular change of the shoulder in
the left arm (the free arm)

Basic 12-19 Over throw The Horizontal displacement of the center of gravity of the body in
the basic phase. The Inclination angle of the shoulder to the scroll arm
in the overthrow moment, The horizontal displacement of the center of
gravity of the body to locate the center of gravity on the left foot at the
moment of the ball out of the scroll arm, The collected Displacement to
the scroll hand from the end of the back swinging to the moment of the
ball out of the scroll arm, The vertical displacement to the scroll hand
(right hand) at the moment of the ball out of the scroll arm.
Collected velocity for the movement of the ball for the moment of the
ball out of the scroll arm. Angle of release the ball for the moment of the
ball out of the scroll arm. High of release point of the ball.

The final phase 20-25 Following The Horizontal distance to the center of gravity of the body to locate it
in the distance between the feet. The distance between the feet in
the follow-up phase. The Horizontal distance of shoulders to locate all of
them in a back swinging phase and final phase (follow-up phase).

Results  recorded  152 degrees for the first player who The scroll from the bottom side (Overthrown- discus
used the D.P. and 153 degrees for the second player who pass) (DP) achieved the best velocity of the center of
used  the  H.D.P.  and it was 143 degrees for the third gravity as well as the best hand velocity hand for a
player  who  used  S.P.  The researchers noted that the moment to get rid of the ball.
third player (S.P.) recorded10 degrees less than the first The scroll with one hand from the shoulder (SP)
player (D.P.) and the second player (H.D.P.). This maybe achieved the highest amount of displacement to the
due to that the third player is different in the range path hand during the performance and up to the moment
motor. to get rid of the ball by 4.08 m, followed by scrolling

The researchers put a skill and biomechanical side and down (Overthrown- discus pass) (DP) by
descriptions to the scrolls with one hand from the side 3.63 m and then scroll (Overthrown- half discus pass)
and bottom (the overthrow – D.P.) in Tables 5 and 6. (HDP) by3.14 m.

CONCLUSION achieved the highest amount of displacement to the

Within this research community and tools used, in the moment to get rid of the ball by 1.07 m, followed
the light of the objectives and results of the by scrolling side and down (Overthrown- discus
biomechanical analysis the researchers enable to answer pass) (DP) by 0.93 m and then scroll (Overthrown-
the research questions and reached the following half discus pass) (HDP) by 0.79. 
conclusions: Establishing biomechanical and skill descriptions to

Through the biomechanical analysis of scroll skill to discus pass) (DP).
the fast break, it was identified that shoulder pass are
most commonly used in the fast break. Recommendation: Through findings of the results, the
The players used three ways (technical performance) researchers recommend the following:
for the shoulder pass to the fast break. 
The best kind that can be used to implement a scroll Using the scroll way from the side and the bottom
skill to the fast break is scrolling from the bottom side (Overthrown- discus pass) (DP) when performing the
(Overthrown- discus pass) (DP). seniors fast break in basketball.

The scroll with one hand from the shoulder (S.P.)

center of gravity during the performance and up to

the scroll from the side and the bottom (Overthrown-
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Paying attention to the biomechanical and skills 6. Ali, K.N. and H.H. Abdelhosin, 2009. Motion analysis
characterization of the scroll from the side and the of the dank skill for the Iraq basketball players.
bottom (Overthrown- discus pass) (DP) by trainers Alqadesya Journal for Physical Sports Sciences, 9: 3.
and teachers in the field of seniors basketball. 7. Zidan, M.M., 1998. Basketball for the trainer and
Linked to the performance of scroll from the side and teacher. Dar Elfekr Alaraby.
the bottom (Overthrown- discus pass) (DP) preceded 8. Abdelmaksoud, E., 1994. The theoretical sports
controlling skills on the ball when rebound from the training. Alhasnaa Library.
board, or when you make a basket on the team from 9. Elagamy, A.M., 2001. Effect of the proposed training
the outer limit playground. program for some attack skills with the ball at the
Conducting similar research on the skills that are not level of basketball players. Ph.D. Thesis, Faculty of
used in Egypt. Physical Education, Tanta University.
To conduct a study to choose quality exercises 10. Abdelrahman, K.A., 2000. Effect of the development
simulating the reality of private motor performance of the tactical performance of the follow-up and some
that skill. special physical components at the level of the
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